Making GDPR compliance a competitive advantage

Alvin Cheung, runner-up in PL&B’s student essay competition 2019 discusses why competitive advantage is hard to achieve through privacy.

Theoretically, GDPR compliance should bring competitive advantage. One only needs to go back to early 2018 when it was revealed that Cambridge Analytica harvested the personal data of millions of people’s Facebook profiles for political engineering, precipitating an incredible fall in Facebook’s stock price which was indicative of the loss of public confidence in the platform. From that episode, it was clear that people valued privacy. The introduction of the GDPR seemed to be the perfect opportunity for companies to differentiate themselves from market competitors, based on faithful adherence to the Regulation and a commitment to protecting data subjects’ rights.

Companies should see GDPR-compliance as a competitive advantage in the same way companies saw big data analytics as a competitive advantage a decade ago. Similarly, both respond to customers’ wants: now it is privacy, then it was that of convenience and personalization in web-related products. Corporations adopted business models and strategies which rely on personal data as a key input to create competitive advantages: including the imposition of multi-sided platforms by data-driven mergers (Microsoft/Yahoo! Joint venture, Facebook/Whatsapp merger). Yet, even though 93% of companies in the EU and US expect to be GDPR-compliant by the end of 2019 – which shows the inherent value of becoming privacy law compliant – only 50% of the companies believe that GDPR-compliance allows for a competitive advantage. Why is that? If companies are not convinced that GDPR-compliance is a competitive advantage, what is the compelling case for realistically “making” privacy law compliance a competitive advantage?

This essay will attempt to do three things: first, examine how companies can theoretically secure a competitive advantage by becoming privacy law compliant; second, argue that market realities do not convince companies that GDPR-compliance allows for a competitive advantage; third, argue that legal questions pose significant problems in convincing certain industries that GDPR-compliance creates a competitive advantage.

**Benefits of becoming GDPR-compliant**

One of the main features of the GDPR is that it codified the doctrine of “privacy by design and default” in Article 25, making it a legal requirement for controllers to integrate data protection into processing activities and business practices, from the design stage to the end of the life cycle. Controllers are required to comply with this requirement by putting in place “appropriate technical and organisational measures” designed to safeguard the rights of data subjects. Of course, the GDPR seems to subtly acknowledge different firms have varying economics of scale or risk profiles, and duly advises each controller to “take into account the cost of implementation” and “the risks of varying likelihood...for rights and freedoms of natural persons posed by the processing”. However, one could argue that if companies choose to implement more sophisticated, “state-of-the-art” measures, such as anonymisation, pseudonymisation and encryption (Articles 6(4)(e) and 32(1)(a)), companies may well gain a competitive advantage. Indeed, pseudonymisation brings commercial benefits as well: it is easier to repurpose data; it is an expressly recognized safeguard under Article 89(1) for organisations carrying out scientific research; and it is a mechanism for removing data from the range of rights under Chapter III.

If companies highlight that such technical measures are in place to protect customers’ data in their privacy policies, this could breed customer loyalty too. According to a Harvard Business Review study, if a company had i) explained in clear language how the company would use and share his or her customer data – including IP addresses and search histories, and ii) was providing users control over their own data with opt-out options in certain practices such as receiving promotional information from them, the effects of possible data breaches on stock prices and customer loyalty would not be so severe. Instead, “empowered customers are more willing to share information and more forgiving of data privacy breaches”. Customers feel less “violated from big data practices”, and were less likely to switch to alternative, competing companies. Clearly, increasing transparency and customers’ perceptions of control are key: a GDPR-compliant company could sustain or improve their competitive advantage in the long-run if they highlight to customers that they have taken the most contemporary and comprehensive data protection measures.

In light of the high profile data breaches which have occurred in the past two years around the world – ranging from the Equifax breach which impacted approximately 143 million US customers, to the Google+ software glitch which caused the employer and relationship statuses of 52.5 million users to be exposed, it is no surprise that customers are unwilling to deal with companies known to lack adequate data protection. Recently, a study found that more than half (55%) of respondents would avoid giving data to companies they know had been selling or misusing it before. The logic is that if companies could market themselves as manifesting their belief in valuing customer privacy and security by adopting the most state-of-the-art organisational and technical measures, they could gain a competitive advantage.
Moreover, data controllers are responsible for the actions taken by data processors as per Article 28(1) of the GDPR. Therefore, data processors can gain a competitive advantage by demonstrating to controllers that they exercise effective control over their data, given that high level non-compliance can lead to administrative penalties of up to 20 million, or 4% of the worldwide annual revenue of the previous financial year. Therefore, an organization which can effectively demonstrate GDPR-compliance and effective control over data will be at an advantage in competing with data processors who cannot make the same claims.

Finally, companies can take advantage of the introduction of the GDPR to “take stock of its data”: identifying which pieces of data are important. This will help companies leverage their data more effectively and “provide a basis for re-architecting data governance in a structure” which allows them to process customer data more effectively. This, in itself, can lead to a competitive advantage.

**Market Realities Are Unconvincing**

How does one gain a competitive advantage? A competitive advantage is gained by a company accumulating market power within a particular industry. If some companies are less transparent over data policies and do not comply with privacy legislation, consumers opt for compliant competitors with clearer policies that more closely align with their privacy preferences. Consumers will choose competitors who will offer them services to better protect them against exploitation, with an array of privacy-enhancing services and technologies such as encryption.

However, compliance with the GDPR does not necessarily help companies accumulate market power if market power is severely concentrated in the hands of an overly dominant player. One example is that of Google: between 2011-2014, Google was accused by the Federal Trade Commission of using deceptive tactics and violating privacy promises in its proclamation of Google Buzz, mis-representing to users of Safari that it would not place “cookies” or serve targeted ads to users, surreptitiously collecting huge amounts of personal information for its mapping technology Google’s Street View, billing consumers millions of dollars for in-app charges incurred by children without parents’ consent, and collecting personal data without the person’s knowledge. Although Google had “committed major violations of the public trust”, it still retains significant market power given the monopoly it holds over the largest search engine, video platform (YouTube), one of the biggest browsers (Chrome) and biggest operating system for mobile devices (Android). Therefore, in light of the unhealthy market dominance which some conglomerates and corporate giants hold in their respective industries, smaller companies may find GDPR-compliance as utterly worthless in gaining a competitive advantage. Given the costs associated with becoming GDPR-compliant and the perceptible lack of shift in demand that would occur in a well-functioning market, it is no wonder that 50% of the companies see GDPR as an obstacle rather than an opportunity. If companies do not believe that GDPR-compliance is a differentiating factor, there are two likely outcomes: first, they will continue to use violating data-driven strategies and take the risk of being found GDPR-non-compliant; second, they will complete the minimum requirement of offering basic technical and organisational measures to ensure GDPR-compliance, without viewing it as an opportunity to secure a competitive advantage.

For companies whose advertising-supported business model is based on collecting and using personal data with behavioural ads and gain a competitive advantage that way will see the introduction of the GDPR as a threat to their established competitive advantages. For example, advertising – which is tailored to each individual by processing and analysing the vast array of “detailed and specific information” accounted for most of Facebook’s revenue – 93%, 90%, and 85% in 2018, 2017 and 2016 respectively and allowed it to reinvest in other projects such as “Stories” or platforms such as Instagram or WhatsApp to sustain its competitive advantage. Thus, the legal requirement imposed by the GDPR for Facebook to use data responsibly and consensually reduces the field and spectrums of data which they are able to use to create targeted ads. Thus, it harms their primary instrument of revenue-generation and profit-maximization and prevents them from enlarging existing competitive advantages.

Therefore, whilst GDPR-compliance theoretically allows companies to secure a unique, competitive market, realities seem to suggest the exact opposite.

**Legal Challenges**

Certain sectors are affected disproportionately. For example, an overwhelming 80% of organisations in the manufacturing sector believe that GDPR is an obstacle because they are less experienced with processes around data regulation and compliance. More importantly, legal concepts and issues surrounding the GDPR are even more alien to unfamilliarised organisations, the understanding of which will incur significant costs. Some argue the GDPR roughly retained many rights granted to data subjects under the Data Protection Directive – namely, subject access, rectification, objection – but the introduction of a highly complex right to erasure (Article 17) has made 55% of organisations highlight it as the most pressing concern to GDPR-compliance.

The right to erasure is highly contentious. Even if we ignore the academic criticism that the European Court of Justice (ECJ) failed to “elaborate an accurate definition for the right to be forgotten” in Google Spain, and it offered some helpful indication as to the meaning of “inadequate, irrelevant, or excessive in the time that had elapsed” – namely, personal information regarded the forced sale of properties arising from social security debts – there is still a lack of case law on the right to be forgotten from the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and the ECJ. Moreover, as the GDPR has been in effect for only a year, there is still uncertainty over the exact burdens and obligations imposed on data controllers and processors. For example, what constitutes “reasonable
steps” to removing personal data which has been made public as per Article 17(2)? What should constitute a “necessary exercise” of the right to freedom of expression and information as per Article 17(3)(a), so to disapply controllers’ obligation of erasing personal data?

Neville23 and Szeghalmi24 rightly both point out that these two rights necessarily conflict. Yet the balancing standard by the ECJ in Google Spain is nebulous: is there a right to erasure if the personal data relates to a public function or of public interest, as suggested in Springer?25 If so, what does the “public interest” mean – does it include quasi-personal issues such as taxation matters?26 Are we expecting too much of organisations who are unfamiliar with data compliance to look into even murkier areas of law, or even comparative legal material such as Sidis v. FR Publishing Corp from the US?27 These are complex dimensions of law to which experienced judges do not have a comprehensive answer. Therefore, it is an unenviable task for organisations to familiarise, or even speculate, about their obligations – which will inevitably incur greater legal costs and impede them from achieving a competitive advantage in the first place. Again, this is hardly convincing for companies to buy into the narrative of “GDPR-compliance” being a “competitive advantage”.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, whilst GDPR-compliance should be seen as an opportunity by all organisations to secure a competitive advantage, it is viewed with scepticism due to the legal challenges the GDPR poses and realities of markets and industries. Therefore, there is some way to go before GDPR-compliance, and privacy law compliance as a whole is universally recognized as a ready-made competitive advantage.
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